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Abstract. We analyze the joint convergence of sequences of discounted stock
prices and Radon-Nicodym derivatives of the minimal martingale measure when
interest rates are stochastic. Therefrom we deduce the convergence of option
values in either complete or incomplete markets. We illustrate the general result
by two main examples: a discrete time i.i.d. approximation of a Merton type
pricing model for options on stocks and the trinomial tree of Hull and White for
interest rate derivatives.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider the convergence of discrete time pricing models to
continuous time models. The markets may be either complete or incomplete, and
are made of a financial asset and a money market account. The money market
account is obtained from a money unit invested at the initial date and rolled over
at the successive instantaneous interest rates. Its price is used as discount factor.
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The continuous time dynamics of the asset price and the instantaneous inter-
est rate are characterized under the historical probability by diffusion processes
driven by a multidimensional Brownian motion. Under no arbitrage we know that
there exists an equivalent martingale measure under which discounted prices are
martingales. Unfortunately, as soon as the martingale multiplicity is larger than
the number of nonredundant assets, markets are incomplete (see Duffie 1986).
When markets are incomplete, the equivalent martingale measure is not unique.
A suitable choice is the minimal martingale measure (see Föllmer and Schweizer
1991; Schweizer 1991, 1992, 1993). It corresponds to setting some risk premia
to zero and it is also related to risk-minimizing strategies (see Föllmer and Son-
dermann 1986). Furthermore when markets are complete the minimal martingale
measure will be the unique equivalent martingale measure.

The discrete time models correspond to suitable discretizations of the asset
price and interest rate dynamics. From these discretizations, we deduce discretiza-
tions of the Radon-Nicodym derivatives of the minimal martingale measure. The
main study concerns the joint convergence of the sequence of stock prices, instan-
taneous interest rates, discounted stock prices, and Radon-Nicodym derivatives
of the minimal martingale measure (see Runggaldier and Schweizer 1995; Pri-
gent 1995, for similar results in incomplete stock markets with a constant interest
rate). This joint convergence will lead to the convergence of contingent claim
prices. Thus we propose an approach to achieve a consistent approximation of
prices of the underlying asset and derivative securities in an incomplete market
framework. When the limiting model is complete, related results are given in
Hubalek and Schachermayer (1998) where the emphasis is put on the appropri-
ate contiguity properties to impose on the sequences of discretized measures in
order to get convergence of contingent claim prices (see also their Remark 4.3
for an example of convergence problems arising in the context of incomplete
limiting models).

Two practically relevant examples illustrate the approach. The first example
particularizes the results to a Merton type option pricing model (Merton 1973)
where the asset is a stock and the discretizations correspond to the i.i.d. case
(Euler discretizations or binomial approximations). The second example deals
with trinomial approximations of discount bond price processes often used in
term structure modelling to build recombining trees. As a by-product of this
second example we establish the convergence of trinomial trees (Hull and White
1994a) using results for martingale difference arrays. For these examples we will
essentially use convergence results given in Jacod and Shiryaev (1987).

In Sect. 2 we present the continuous time framework and set some notations.
Section 3 is devoted to the discretizations schemes and to the study of conver-
gence of discrete time models to continuous time models in the general case of
incomplete markets. In Sect. 4 we illustrate the results by two examples. Section
5 concludes the paper. Technical details and proofs can be found in an appendix.
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2 The continuous time model

We consider a market with a financial asset and a money market account. The
price at datet , t ∈ [0, T], of the financial asset is denoted bySt (St can be either
a stock price or a discount bond price), while the price of the money market
account (or accumulation factor) is denoted byβt = exp

∫ t
0 rsds, wherert is the

instantaneous interest rate. The discounted price is equal toZt = St/βt .
We assume that the dynamics ofSt and rt are described under the historical

probability P by the following SDE’s :


dSt = St [µS(t , rt , St )dt + σS(t , rt , St )′dWt ],

drt = µr (t , rt )dt + σr (t , rt )′dWt ,
(1)

with : σl (t , rt , St ) = (σl
1(t , rt , St ), . . . , σl

d(t , rt , St ))′, l = S, r , and Wt a d-
dimensional standard Brownian motion, and where′ denotes the transpose oper-
ator.

We assume that there exists a unique solution to (1). Note that model (1) is
general enough to cover both stock and discount bond prices.

Let µ̃S be the function ˜µS(t , r , s) = s µS(t , r , s) and σ̃S the function
σ̃S(t , r , s) = s σS(t , r , s). We require that ˜µS, µr , σ̃S and σr satisfy a conti-
nuity and linear growth property.

Property (CLG). A function f defined onR+ × R
d with values inR is said to

satisfy the Property CLG iff f is continuous and|f (t , x)| ≤ K (t)(1+ ‖ x ‖) for all
t in [0, T] and for all x inR

d with the condition:supt∈[0,T] K (t) < ∞.

For notations and definitions, we adopt the conventions of Jacod and Shiryaev
(1987): α.X for the stochastic integral of the predictable processα w.r.t. the
semimartingaleX, E (X) for the Dade-Doĺeans exponential ofX, and 〈M , M 〉
for the predictable quadratic variation of the locally square-integrable martingale
M .

The convergence analysis of the next section will be based on Proposition
3.1 p. 24 in Ansel and Stricker (1993). This proposition states that, under no
arbitrage and an integrability condition, the discounted price processZ is a special
semimartingale and has the particular form:

Zt = Z0 + α.〈M Z , M Z〉t + M Z
t ,

for its canonical decomposition. Furthermore the Radon-Nicodym derivative pro-
cess ˆη of the minimal martingale measurêP is equal to:

η̂ = E (−α.M Z ).

The computation ofα is obtained by applying the integration by part formula
(see Jacod and Shiryaev 1987, p. 52) for semimartingales toZ = S/β and by
identifying the finite variation part of the semimartingaleZ andα.〈M Z , M Z〉:
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αt =
1
Zt

µS(t , rt , St ) − rt

σS(t , rt , St )′σS(t , rt , St )
.

The processα has the interpretation of a scaled Sharpe ratio.
In the next section we consider discretizations of model (1) and will compute

the counterpart of ˆη in discrete time.

3 Convergence of discrete time models

Let us consider for the discretization of model (1):




Sn,k − Sn,k−1 = Sn,k−1

[
µS

n

(
(k − 1)T

n
, rn,k−1, Sn,k−1

)
T
n

+ σS
n

(
(k − 1)T

n
, rn,k−1, Sn,k−1

)′
εn,k

]
,

rn,k − rn,k−1 = µr
n

(
(k − 1)T

n
, rn,k−1

)
T
n

+ σr
n

( (k−1)T
n , rn,k−1

)′
εn,k ,

(2)

where k is the integer part oftn/T, and (εn,k) is a d-dimensional martingale
difference triangular array chosen to converge to thed-dimensional Brownian
motion (see Jacod and Shiryaev 1987, p. 424 and p. 436).

We assume that all the functions ˜µS
n , σ̃S

n , µr
n, σr

n satisfy Property CLG. For
the discretization of the discount factor, we take:

βn,k =
∏
l ≤k

(
1 + rn,l

T
n

)
.

Then we get for the discounted price:

Zn,k =
Sn,k

βn,k
= Zn,k−1(1 + Rn,k)

with

Rn,k =
Yn,k − rn,k

T
n

1 + rn,k
T
n

and

Yn,k = µS
n

(
(k − 1)T

n
, rn,k−1, Sn,k−1

)
T
n

+ σS
n

(
(k − 1)T

n
, rn,k−1, Sn,k−1

)′
εn,k .

To any triangular arrays (Xn,k) we associate as usual a sequence of con-
tinuous time processes corresponding to the step processes (Xn,t ) such that
Xn,t = Xn,k when k is the integer part oftn/T. In particular we haveSn,t =
Sn,k = E (

∑
l ≤k Yn,l ), rn,t = rn,k , andZn,t = Zn,k = E (

∑
l ≤k Rn,l ).
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We denote byM Z
n the martingale part ofZn and by analogy with ˆη, we get

from Ansel and Stricker (1993, p. 24):

η̂n = E (−αn.M
Z
n ).

From Schweizer (1993), we know that:

αn,k =
1

Zn,k−1

E(Rn,k |Fn,k−1)
E(R2

n,k |Fn,k−1)
,

whereFn,k denotes theσ-algebra generated byεn,l , l = 1, . . . , k.
Let D

d[0, T] be the set of cadlag functions on [0, T] with values inR
d en-

dowed with the Skorokhod topology, andMn,t =
∑

l ≤k εn,l . We writeXn
L (Dd [0,T])

=⇒
X when the sequenceXn converges in distribution toX on the spaceDd[0, T]. To
prove the main result of the paper, we need to assume thatMn satisfies the prop-
erty of Uniform Tightness (UT or “Uniforme Tension”). This property is used to
insure the convergence of stochastic integrals (see Stricker 1985; Jakubowski et
al. 1989).

Recall that this condition is the following: for allt the family of distributions{
PHn.Xn,t , Hn ∈ Hn,t

}
is tight, whereHn,t is the set of all elementary predictable

processesHn such thatHn,s = Yn,0 +
∑k

i =0 Yn,ti I1]ti ,ti +1] (s) with Yn,ti any Fn,ti -
measurable variable satisfying|Yn,ti | ≤ 1 and {t0, . . . , tk} any subdivision of
[0, t ]. This property will essentially guarantee the existence of the limit integrals
H .X. Details can be found in Ḿemin and Slominsky (1991).

In our examples, in order to verify thatMn satisfies UT, we will use Re-
mark 2.1 in Ḿemin and Slominsky (1991) which concerns sequence of lo-
cal martingales built from martingale difference arrays. This remark states that
Mn,t =

∑
l ≤k εn,l will satisfy UT when for all t , there exists at least a strictly

positivea such that:


∑
l ≤k

|E[εn,l I1|εn,l |>a|Fn,l −1]|, n ∈ N




is stochastically bounded.
The local consistency conditions which can be found in the Markov chain

approximation literature (see Kushner 1997; Kushner and Dupuis 1992) will not
be sufficient here since they only guarantee that the chain has the local properties
(mean and variance) of the diffusion process. Such local requirements are used
to prove the tightness of the approximation. To establish the next proposition, we
need more, namely stability under integration, than this minimal behavior which
only leads to convergence in distribution (see also Kurtz and Protter (1991) for
further discussion). In fact the additional requirements are the CLG conditions
on the drift and diffusion coefficients (Theorem 3.5 in Mémin and Slominsky
1991).
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Proposition 1 If the functionsµ̃S
n , σ̃S

n , µr
n, σr

n converge uniformly on every com-
pact of [0, T] × R × R to µ̃S, σ̃S, µr , σr , respectively, and if Mn satisfies the

property of Uniform Tightness and(Mn, αn)
L (Dd+1[0,T])⇒ (W, α) we have:

(Sn, rn, Zn, η̂n)
L (D4[0,T])

=⇒ (S, r , Z , η̂).

Proof. See Appendix.

This proposition establishes the joint convergence of the sequence of stock
prices, instantaneous interest rates, discounted stock prices, and Radon-Nicodym
derivatives of the minimal measure. From Proposition 1 and the continuous map-
ping theorem, we deduce that ifg : D

3[0, T] → R is a continuous function:

(g(Sn, rn, Zn), η̂n)
L (D2[0,T])

=⇒ (g(S, r , Z), η̂).

Furthermore ifg(Sn, rn, Zn)η̂n is equiintegrable we get the convergence of the
expectationsE[g(Sn, rn, Zn)η̂n] to E[g(S, r , Z)η̂], i.e. the contingent claim prices.

Note that it may happen that ˆηn assumes negative values for alln although ˆη
is positive, so the approximating minimal measures exist only as signed measures.
Nevertheless the convergence result remains true (see Prigent 1995). Then some
care has to be taken for the price interpretation: a better wording would be values
(see Runggaldier and Schweizer 1995).

Before examining some examples, let us remark that, when the sequence
of martingalesMn does not converge toW (as in the pathological example
developped in Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, p. 435):Mn has the property UT but
does not converge to a martingale), we loose the convergence of ˆηn to η̂. However
sensible approximating schemes are not designed so.

4 Examples

The result of the previous section is quite general. To enlighten its usefulness,
we examine now two examples. The first example deals with a continuous time
stock market and the second with a discount bond market.

4.1 Stock and money market account

We particularize model (1) to:


dSt = St [µS(t , St )dt + σS(t , St )dW(1)
t ],

drt = µr (t , rt )dt + σr (t , rt )(ρdW(1)
t +

√
1 − ρ2dW(2)

t ).
(3)

This Merton type market allows for very general dynamics for the stock price
and the instantaneous interest rate.
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The discrete time market is obtained by a straightforward discretization using
i.i.d. processes, i.e. we setεn,k = (ε(1)

n,k , ε
(2)
n,k)′ where (ε(1)

n,k) and (ε(2)
n,k) are two

independent rowwise triangular arrays, and (ε(1)
n,k), (ε(2)

n,k) are independent.
To ensure the convergence of both discrete time processes to Brown-

ian motions, we assume that the triangular arrays satisfy the assumptions of
the Lindeberg-Feller Theorem (Jacod and Shiryaev 1987, p. 404), and take:
E[ε(1)

n,k ] = E[ε(2)
n,k ] = 0, andE[(ε(1)

n,k)2] = E[(ε(2)
n,k)2] = T

n . This discretization cov-

ers either Euler schemes whereε(1)
n,k , ε(2)

n,k are centered Gaussian variables with

varianceT/n or binomial trials where the values
√

T/n and−√
T/n are taken

with probabilities 1/2. The discrete time market is obviously incomplete while
the continuous time market is complete,

To obtain the convergence of (Sn, rn, Zn, η̂n) to (S, r , Z , η̂), we impose similar
conditions on the functionsµS

n , µr
n, σS

n , andσr
n as in Proposition 1, and we assume

thatM (1)
n,t =

∑
l ≤k ε(1)

n,l , M (2)
n,t =

∑
l ≤k ε(2)

n,l share the property of Uniform Tightness.
For the Euler schemes and binomial trials, it can be checked that it is indeed the
case from Remark 2.1 of Ḿemin and Slominsky (1991, p. 167). Furthermore we
can verify thatαn converges toα by using Taylor expansions ofRn,k and the
first and second order moments ofε(1)

n,k andε(2)
n,k .

4.2 Discount bond and money market account

Here we examine the case of a discount bond, i.e. an asset which delivers one
money unit at maturity. The price at datet of a discount bond with maturityH is
denotedB(t , H ). We take the particular case of Gaussian one factor affine models
also known as extended Vasicek models (see Hull and White 1990; Frachot and
Lesne 1995; Duffie and Kan 1996), and the tree building procedure proposed by
Hull and White (1994a) to compute contingent claim prices (see also Hull and
White 1993, 1994b, 1996a or Part V on the implementation of term structure
models in Hull and White 1996b). Let us remark that our framework is rich
enough to allow for other approximations and more complex discount bond price
dynamics.

We particularize model (1) to:


dB(t , H ) = B(t , H )[(rt + ϕ(t)σB(t , H ))dt + σB(t , H )dWt ],

drt = (θ(t) − art )dt + σdWt ,
(4)

whereσB(t , H ) = σ 1−e−a(H −t)

a . The time varying parameterθ(t) is often chosen to

adjust the initial term structure:θ(t)−ϕ(t)σ2 = ∂2f (0, t)+af (0, t)+σ2 1−e−2at

2a (see
Hull and White 1990), wheref (0, t) denotes the forward instantaneous interest
rate at the initial date and with maturityt , andϕ(t) is a deterministic function
corresponding to the market price of risk.

Note that by using a standard constant variation method the solutionrt of

drt = (θ(t) − art )dt + σdWt ,
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can be expressed in terms of the solutionr ∗
t of the same SDE withθ(t) = 0:

rt = r ∗
t +

∫ t

0
e−a(t−s)θ(s)ds.

Therefore the approximation ofrt can be made in two steps: first approximate
separatelyr ∗

t and
∫ t

0 e−a(t−s)θsds, and then add the two components.
This corresponds to the tree building procedure of Hull and White (1994a)

where the first stage consists at using a recombining trinomial tree to approximate
r ∗

t and then shift the nodes of this tree to get a new recombining tree for the
approximation ofrt .

Hereafter we analyze the convergence of this trinomial procedure. More pre-
cisely, to approximate model (1), we use:




Bn,k − Bn,k−1 = Bn,k−1

[(
rn,k−1 + ϕn

(
(k − 1)T

n

)

× σB
n

(
(k − 1)T

n
, H

))
T
n

+ σB
n (

(k − 1)T
n

, H )εn,k

]
,

r ∗
n,k − r ∗

n,k−1 = −ar∗
n,k−1

T
n + σεn,k ,

rn,k = r ∗
n,k +

T
n

(
1 − a

T
n

)k k∑
l =1

θn
( (l −1)T

n

)
(
1 − a T

n

)l ,

(5)

whereθn and ϕn converge uniformly on every compact of [0, T] to θ and ϕ,
respectively.

The discretizationT
n (1−a T

n )k
∑k

l =1 θn( (l −1)T
n )/(1−a T

n )l of
∫ t

0 e−a(t−s)θ(s)ds
comes from applying the constant variation method in discrete time and ensures:

rn,k − rn,k−1 =

(
θn

(
(k − 1)T

n

)
− arn,k−1

)
T
n

+ σεn,k .

The trinomial tree used to approximater ∗
t is built as follows (see Hull and

White 1994a).rn,k is set equal torn,k = r0 + Jn,k∆nr with ∆nr = σ
√

3T/n,

Jn,k = Jn,k−1 + 1 with probability pu
n,k ,

= Jn,k−1 with probability pm
n,k , (6)

= Jn,k−1 − 1 with probability pd
n,k ,

and Jn,0 = 0. The conditional probabilitiespu
n,k , pm

n,k , pd
n,k , are the probabilities

associated respectively with the highest, middle and lowest branches emanating
from a node. They are chosen in order to match the conditional expected change
and variance of the change in the instantaneous interest rate:
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E[r ∗
n,k − r ∗

n,k−1|Fn,k−1] = −ar∗
n,k−1

T
n

, (7)

Var[r ∗
n,k − r ∗

n,k−1|Fn,k−1] = σ2 T
n

. (8)

As the probabilities must sum up to one, this leads to a system of three equations
in three unknowns. Unfortunately whenJn,k becomes large, the probabilitiespu

n,k ,

pm
n,k , pd

n,k , may be negative, and the branching process has to be switched. Let
us denote byJ max

n and J min
n the levels at which this switching has to be made

for large and small values ofJn,k , respectively. We get either:

Jn,k = Jn,k−1 with probability pu,max
n,k ,

= Jn,k−1 − 1 with probability pm,max
n,k , (9)

= Jn,k−1 − 2 with probability pd,max
n,k ,

whenJn,k−1 = J max
n , or

Jn,k = Jn,k−1 + 2 with probability pu,min
n,k ,

= Jn,k−1 + 1 with probability pm,min
n,k , (10)

= Jn,k−1 with probability pd,min
n,k ,

whenJn,k−1 = J min
n . The conditional probabilities of the branching processes (9)

and (10) are determined in the same way as for the first process (6) (see Hull
and White 1994a for the values). Hence by construction the discretized process
of the interest rate is a Markov process allowing for a recombining tree.

Let us now examine the convergence. By identifying:

r ∗
n,k − r ∗

n,k−1 = −ar∗
n,k−1

T
n

+ σεn,k ,

with:
r ∗

n,k − r ∗
n,k−1 = ∆nr (Jn,k − Jn,k−1),

we deduce:

εn,k =
1
σ

∆nr

(
Jn,k − Jn,k−1 + a

T
n

Jn,k−1

)

=
√

3T/n

(
Jn,k − Jn,k−1 + a

T
n

Jn,k−1

)
.

Hence from (7), we have:

E[εn,k |Fn,k−1] = 0,

which means that (εn,k) is a martingale difference array (see Jacod and Shiryaev
1987, p. 436). From (8), the second order moment is equal to:

E
[
ε2

n,k |Fn,k−1
]

=
T
n

.
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ThereforeMn,t =
∑

l ≤k εn,l will converge to a Brownian motion (Jacod and
Shiryaev 1987, Theorem 3.32, p. 437). It also satisfies the property of Uniform
Tightness from Remark 2.1 of Ḿemin and Slominsky (1991, p. 167). Finally as
in the first example by using Taylor expansions ofRn,k and the first and second
order moments ofεn,k we can verify thatαn converges toα.

5 Conclusion

The results of this paper deal with the convergence of option values given by
discrete time models to their continuous time counterparts in complete or incom-
plete markets. They are established in a stochastic interest rate environment, and
are general enough to cover the main discretization schemes such as Euler ap-
proximations, binomial or trinomial trees. They are of practical relevance since
these approximations are often used in applied work. Indeed when no closed
form exists in continuous time, there is an urge for approximating option prices.

Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1

The proof is based on weak convergence and properties of Uniform Tightness
(condition UT) of stochastic differential equations (SDE) given in Jakubowski et
al. (1989) and Ḿemin and Slominsky (1991). As indicated in Jakubowski et al.
(1989, p. 113), all results can be immediately extended to thed-dimensional
case.1 The proof will made in three steps: (a) establish the convergence of
(Sn, rn, Zn, Mn) to (S, r , Z , W), (b) show that the martingale partM Z

n of the
processZn has property UT, (c) deduce the convergence of ˆηn = E (−αn.M Z

n )
to η̂ = E (−α.M Z ).

(a) First consider the processesSn and rn which are solutions of the SDE as-
sociated with equations (2). Recall that we assume that SDE (1) has a unique
solution. Under the conditions on the functions ˜µS

n , σ̃S
n , µr

n, σr
n (in particular

Property CLG) and the properties ofMn, we can apply Theorem 3.5 of Ḿemin
and Slominsky (1991, p. 174) and get the joint convergence of (Sn, rn, Mn) to
(S, r , W). Then, from the definition of the processesZn and Z , we can deduce
the joint convergence of (Sn, rn, Zn, Mn) to (S, r , Z , W).

(b) To deduce the weak convergence of stochastic integrals, we need to prove
that the sequences of processes of interest satisfy the property UT. For this, we
use the following result of ”stability” (Let us remark that the goodness property
of Proposition 4.1 in Duffie and Protter (1992, p. 5) is analogue to this stability
property):

1 We thank J. Ḿemin for all useful discussions about this point.
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If (Xn) satisfies UT and (Hn) is a sequence of adapted cadlag processes and if

(Xn, Hn)
L (D2[0,T])

=⇒ (X, H ) then the semimartingale (
∫

Hn−dXn) also satisfies
property UT. If (Hn) is a sequence of predictable processes then, under the
joint convergence of (Xn, Hn),

∫
HndXn also satisfies property UT. [See Mémin

and Slominsky (1991, Lemma 1.6, p. 165) when (Hn) is predictable and Duffie
and Protter (1989, Theorem 2, p. 6)].

From the above properties, we can deduce that the martingale partM Z
n of

Zn satisfies UT. For this, note first thatM Z
n is equal toZn.M Φ

n where M Φ
n is

the martingale part of the processΦn defined by the relationsΦn,k =
∑

l ≤k Rn,l .
Besides,M Φ

n,k is equal to
∑

l ≤k(Rn,l − E[Rn,l |Fn,l −1]) and the termRn,l can be

expressed as (Yn,l − rn,l
T
n )(1− rn,l

T
n +∆n,l ) where∆n,l is equal to 1

1+rn,l
T
n

− (1−
rn,l

T
n ). Therefore, using the expressions ofYn,l and rn,l , we get:

M Φ
n,k =

∑
l ≤k

(Yn,l − E[Yn,l |Fn,l −1]) − T
n


∑

l ≤k

(rn,l − E[rn,l |Fn,l −1])




+
∑
l ≤k

((
Yn,l − rn,l

T
n

) (
−rn,l

T
n

+ ∆n,l

)

− E

[(
Yn,l − rn,l

T
n

) (
−rn,l

T
n

+ ∆n,l

)
|Fn,l −1

])
.

1) The first sum is equal to the stochastic integralsσS
n .Mn. By the weak conver-

gence of (σS
n , Mn), the property UT ofMn and the ”stability” property of UT,

the processesσS
n .Mn satisfy UT.

2) The second sum is equal to the stochastic integrals−T
n σr

n.Mn and for the same
reasons as above, they satisfy UT. Note that they in fact converge weakly to 0.
3) The last term has finite variationVn (as for all discrete semimartingales) and
for all t , the sequencesVn,t converge to 0 (since (εn) is a martingale difference
array, we haveE[εn,k |Fn,k−1 = 0 and by using a Taylor expansion for∆n,k and
some straighforward calculations, this variation is dominated by a sequence which
takes the formT

n × Xn,t where the sequence (Xn,t )n converges in distribution).
Therefore, for allt , the set of distributions{PVn,t } is tight and so the last

term satisfies UT (see Jakubowski et al. 1989, p. 112).
From 1), 2) and 3), we deduce the property UT ofM Φ

n .
Then, since (Zn, M Φ

n ) converges to (Z , σS.W), the stability property of UT im-
plies that the martingale partM Z

n of Zn, equal toZn.M Φ
n , has also the property UT.

(c) Finally, from the assumption about the convergence of (αn) and from the
above results, we deduce that (αn, M Z

n ) converges to (α, M Z ) and (M Z
n ) sat-

isfies UT. So (−αn.M Z
n ) converges to (−α.M Z ) and (−αn.M Z

n ) satisfies UT.
Consequently, using results about the convergence of the Dade-Doléans expo-
nentials (see for example Corollary 4.3. and Remark 4.4. in Jakubowski et al.
(1989, p. 131) or Theorem 3.5 in Ḿemin and Slominsky (1991) with the special
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casefn(x, t) = x) we get the convergence of the sequence ˆηn = E (−αn.M Z
n ) to

η̂ = E (−α.M Z ).

To conclude, since all processes are defined on the same sequence (Mn)
and from the previous results, the joint convergence of (Sn, rn, Zn, η̂n) to the
corresponding processes (S, r , Z , η̂) is proved.
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